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We discuss methods of approximating stable neutral functional differential 
equations and associated optimal control problems by sequences of optimal control 
problems for ordinary differential equations. By introducing a class of “mollified” 
neutral functional differential equations, convergence of the linear interpolating 
spline and the averaging approximation scheme is proved. A number of numerical 
examples are included. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
In recent years a significant amount of research was directed towards 
developing approximation schemes for delay differential equations. Although 
quite a few attempts have been made before, a paper by Banks and Burns [2] 
is probably the first one that contains convergence proofs (in a functional 
analysis setting) for a specific scheme--called averaging approximations-as 
well as numerical results. Various different schemes, most importantly spline 
approximation schemes, have been discussed in the meantime, and we refer 
to [ 1-3, 201. For neutral functional differential equations (NFDE) the 
author’s papers [7, 151 are one of the first contributions to this field. Subse- 
quently in 19, 111 spline schemes and the averaging approximation scheme 
have been discussed in different state spaces. For a treatment of a certain 
class of NFDE’s that can be transformed to functional differential equations 
(FDE) we mention [ 181. 
In this paper we address the question of numerical approximation methods 
for optimal control problems associated with nonlinear NFDE, and we 
restrict our attention to the averaging or, what is almost equivalent, to inter- 
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polating linear spline schemes. Although one might suspect that these 
schemes converge less quickly than higher-order schemes, the extreme 
simplicity of their algebraic structure and the resulting simplicity in 
computer programming is a persuasive reason for their investigation. Due to 
the lack of high-order smoothness (averaging approximation subspaces 
consist, roughly speaking, of L* functions and linear interpolating splines are 
W ‘,a3 functions), a much more tedious analysis to verify convergence of 
these latter schemes is required than for schemes whose approximating 
subspaces consist of functions of higher-order smoothness [4]. 
The convergence result discussed in this paper generalizes the one in [ 151 
in that it is uniform in the control function that enters into the right-hand 
side of the equation, and it extends [9, 1 I] in that these latter papers treat 
only linear NFDE. The presentation is organized in the following way. 
Section 2 contains the existence-uniqueness theory that will be relevant for 
the rest of the paper and introduces the “mollified NFDE.” In Section 3 we 
first discuss an approximation result for nonlinear FDE which generalizes 
those existing in the literature in that it allows nonlinear point delays, and 
subsequently we apply this result to the mollified NFDE to prove the above- 
mentioned convergence result for NFDE. Section 4 finally contains a 
discussion of a class of optimal control problems and examples. 
Throughout the paper we shall employ the following notation. The n- 
dimensional Euclidean space is denoted by I?“, and it is endowed with the 
Euclidean norm unless specified otherwise. The set of all nonnegative real 
numbers is R +. For -co < a < b < co the space of all continuous functions 
x: [a, b] + R” is denoted by C(a, b; R”) and is endowed with the supremum 
ncmn IIxllra,bl* We let LP(a, b; R”), 1 <p < co, stand for the Banach space of 
all equivalence classes of functions X: (a, b) + R” such that ]xlp is integrable 
and denote the usual norm by ] e ]p,,o,bI. There will arise no need to 
distinguish between representatives and equivalence classes of functions in 
Lp(a, b; R”). The linear space of locally integrable, essentially bounded 
functions is denoted by Lmy’Oc (a, 00; R”) and W1gm(a, b; R”) stands for the 
Sobolov space of absolutely continuous functions with derivative in 
Lm(a, b; I?“). For C(-r, 0; R”), r > 0, we simply write C with norm /. /; 
analogously Lp = LP(-r, 0; I?‘) and W’*“O = W1*m(-r, 0; I?“). We shall also 
need the space of continuous functions x: [a, b] + C abbreviated by 
Cfa, b; C) and endowed with supremum norm 1) - ]J,a.hl. The restriction of a 
function d to a subset J of its domain is denoted by d ] J. We let 4v,,, stand 
for the vector space of all real n X m matrices and A* will be the transpose 
of A EL!&. Finally, as usual in the theory of delay equations, for r > 0, 
a > 0 and x: [---~,a] + R” the function X, is defined by xl(s) = x(t + s) for 
s E [-r, 01. Some familiarity with the basic concepts of spline analysis is 
assumed; as a reference we cite [ 191. The reader who is unfamiliar with 
delay equations is referred to [8]. 
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2. EXISTENCE THEORY AND THE MOLLIFIED EQUATION 
We consider the nonlinear neutral functional differential equation (NFDE) 
where 
f D(x,) =f(& x,7 u(t)>, for t>t,, 
(2.1) 
xto = 4, 4 E c, 
D(yl) = W(O) - ” Bi W(-ri>, (C, for WE C (2.2) 
with O<r,<...<r,=r, B,.EL& and Dom(f)=[t,,co)~C~R~. A 
function x(.; 4, u) or x(. ; 4) or simply x will be called a solution of (2.1) on 
[to-r,T],T>t,,ifxlO=@and 
X(t) =4(O) - \‘- Bi#(-ri) + i BiX(t - ri) 
iYl i= 1 
+ A f(s, x,, 4s)) ds J to 
(2.3) 
holds for t E [to, r]. The following conditions on f will be used: 
(HI) For all a > t,, x E C(t, - r, a; R”) and u E LP(t,, a; R”), the 
mapping s +j(s, xS, U(S)) from [t,, a) + 19” is integrable; 
(H2) for all p > 0 there exists a nondecreasing function fl’: E 
L”““(to, co; R + ) such that 
If@, $4 u> - S(L w, u)l s n%t>( 1 + 124 lp’2> I $ - VI 
for all TV [to, co), 4 and vuE C with 141 ,<p, ]ly] <p and u E R”‘; 
(H3) there exists a nondecreasing function n2 E Lm7’oc(t0, co; R’) such 
that 
foralltE[t,,oo),#ECanduER”. 
Remark 2.1. By a simple calculation one can verify that (H3) will be 
satisfied, e.g., if (H2) holds and if 
(a) there exists a I,? E C and n3 E Lm*‘oc(t,,, co; IR ‘) such that 
lftt, @, u>l S n,(t)( 1 + I 4p’2>, and 
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(/I) there exists 5, E Lm,‘oc(tO, co; R ‘) such that If(t, 4, u)[ < 
n’*(O(l + 14p’2>M + 1) f or all I E [to, co), u E Rm and all 141 sufficiently 
large. 
Remark 2.2. Conditions (Hl)-(H3) are comparable to conditions 
(Hi)-(Hiii) in [ 11. Th e conditions in [l] include initial data in L*(-r, 0; I?“), 
and linear discrete delays but restrict the class of nonlinear functions f to 
those arising from distributed delays. The conditions used in this paper 
include nonlinear discrete delay terms. 
Remark 2.3. The most frequently cited class of examples for NFDE is 
the one arising from certain hyperbolic partial differential equations 
modelling lossless transmission lines [6, lo]. In this case f = f, +f2, where f, 
is linear and f2 is of the formf2(#) =f2(#(0) + 4(-r)) describing the charac- 
teristic curve of a diode. So there is a reasonably large class of examples to 
which our theory applies. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf (Hl)-(H3) hold, if Q E C and if U is a bounded set in 
L O(t,, F, iR”) for some T > to, then 
(Ll) there exists a unique solution x(.; 4, u) E C(-r + t,, T; iR”) of 
(2.1) for each u E U and 
(L2) the family of functions {x(. ; 4, u) I u E U} is u bounded set in 
C(t, - r, T; I?“). 
We shall not give the proof of this lemma here, since it only involves a 
standard Piccard-iteration technique. (L2) follows easily from (H3). 
We turn to the following “mollified” form of (2.1) and define for E > 0 
‘- 1 -c I7 1 
x(t) = q)(O) - 1 - ] Bpj(s - ri) ds + 1 y 
J 
.c 
B,x(s - ri + f) ds 
i=, E -0 i=I 0 
+ ff f(s, x,, u(s)) ds. 
. lo 
(2.4) 
Solutions x’(.; 4, u) or x’(.; 4) or simply xc of (2.4) on [t,- r, r> are 
functions satisfying (2.4) with XT, = $. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T > to, 4 E C, let U be a bounded set in LP(t,, T + 1; 
H”‘) and assume that (Ll), (Hl) and (H2) hold. Then 
(a) there exists a unique solution x’(.; #, u) of (2.4) on [to -- r, T’j, 
with T’ > T for all suflciently small E and all u E U. 
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(b) Zf, moreover, (L2) holds, then 
1I’l-f xyt; (4 u) = x(t; $4, u) 
. 
uniformly in t E [to, T] and u E U. 
Proof: Parts (a) and (b) will be proved simultaneously. Let x(.; 4, u) = 
x(.) be the solution of (2.1) on [to - r, T] for some u E U, let c0 < r, and 7 = 
suPusU 114.; $3 41[lo+..Tl * For Q E [to, to + min(r, - E, , T - to)] we define 
9” = {z I z E qt,, a; R”), ll+o,a] < y^+ 11 
and for E E (0, E,,) and t E [to, a] we let 




m = 46) for s E [-r, 01, 
= +w) for s E [O, co) 
f(s) = z(s) for s E [to, CI), 
= a - to> for SE [to-r,t,]. 
Obviously V’(AYa) c C(t,, a; R”). We shall verify V(AYa) c 9” and that Y 
is a contraction for some (r > to. For z, w  E Se and t E [to, CX] it follows 
from (H2) that 
IWN) - (v‘w>Wl 
’ < I If@, fs, u(s)) -f(s, fis , u(s))1 ds to 
G llz - ~ll,to,t~ d+ ‘07 it (1 + I WI”‘) ds 
G llz - 4lu,,,tl $+‘UWtO- to~“%T- to)“* + Mf,:t,,,d~ (2.5) 
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where the right-hand side of (2.5) is independent of E, for 0 < E < E,. We let 
x be a solution of (2.1) and use (H2) once again to find 
I( G lx(t)1 + l(~z)(t) - x(t)1 
< j + + -!- ’ Bi(&s + t - to - ri) - #(t - to - ri)) ds 
I j z, & 0 - 
+ :- f *’ B,(#(s - ri) - $(-ri)) ds 1 
I J ,+r, 0 
+ ’ I.&, fs, u(s)) -f(s, xs, +>>I ds 
J’ to 
< y^  + 2 \” llBill PO(&) + 2ny+ ‘(r>(9 + l)(f - to)“* 
iZi 
x [CT- to)“* + 14;~flo,T,l’ (2.6) 
where p. denotes the modulus of continuity of x(.) on [-r $ to, T]. 
Estimates (2.5) and (2.6) imply the existence of solutions x”(.; 4, u) on 
[to - r, GL, ] for some CL, > to and all u E U. By (H2) and an estimate using 
the Gronwall lemma, it also follows that 
h$ x’(t; $, u) = x(t; 4, u) (2.7) 
uniformly on [to, a,] and uniformly in u E U. Using the uniformities in t and 
u in inequalities (2.5) and (2.6) we may now proceed stepwise with stepsize 
a, - to in each step decreasing the range of E, if necessary, to bound the 
underlined term in the estimate of Vz by an additional use of the triangle 
inequality and the fact that (2.7) holds on all previous intervals. This 
concludes the proof. 1 
The last lemma of this section will be of importance for the approximation 
of optimal control problems associated with (2.1). We shall need an 
additional hypothesis: 
(H4) Conditions (HI)-(H3) hold with p = 2 and f(t, 4, u) =j*,(t, 4) + 
f2(t, 4)~; moreover for all a > to and x E C(t, - r, a; R”), the map t-+f2(t, x,) 
is in L*(t,, a; P”,,). 
As usual - will denote weak convergence. 
LEMMA 2.3. If (Hl)-(H4) hold and uk 2 u in L*(t,, T; Rm)for T > to, 
then 
ljy x(t; $4 u”) = x(t; r$, u) + 
uniformly in t E [to, T]. 
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Proof: From (H3) it follows that there exists /? > 0, such that 
Ixt(-; 9, u)] </? and Ixl(.; 4, u,JJ <p  ^ for all I E [to, T] and k = 1, 2 ,... . By 
(H2) and (H4) we get for t E [to, min(T, t, + r,)] 
+ Ii ’ (J-b xs@, u>, uk@)) -f(s, xs(d, u), u(s))) ds ‘0 
< .t If6, x,(4, uk), uk(s)) -f(s, x,(4, u), u”(s))1 ds 1 to 
+ ’ .h(s, x,(4, u))(uk(s) - u(s)) ds 
< n!(T) [(T- to)“* + ii’ lu”(s)l’ ds) “*I 
‘0 
x (1’ 1x,(. ; 4, u) - xs(. ; 4, uk)12 ds) “* + P(k), 
h 
where lim,_, p’(k) = 0. The last inequality implies 
Id*; $4 u”) - -4.; $4 u)l < any- w* + I~k12,,to,T]l 
x (!’ 1x,(. ; 4, u) - xs(. ; 4, uk)12 ds) “’ + P(k), 
to 
so that by an application of a generalized Gronwall lemma and since 
{uk I k = 1, 2,...} is a bounded subset of L*(t,, T, Rm), the result holds on 
[&, , min(T, t, + r,)]. Again in a finite number of steps we reach T. 
3. AN APPROXIMATION RESULT THAT Is UNIFORM 
IN THE CONTROL VARIABLE 
In this section we shall prove convergence of an approximation scheme for 
(2.1) which is uniform in U, as u varies over a bounded set U in 
Lp(fO, T, R”‘). This result will then be used in Section 4 to numerically solve 
optimal control problems associated with (2.1). The idea is to approximate 
(2.1) by the sequence of mollified equations (2.4), and then to use techniques 
that have been developed for the approximation of FDE. Of course, passing 
to the limit, as the FDE converges to the NFDE is the major difficulty that 
has to be overcome. 
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We start by considering the FDE 
x”(f) =flt, if, u(t)), for t>&, 
-fto = 4, with 4 E C. 
(3.1) 
In many instances the reformulation of (3.1) as a Cauchy problem in a 
function space over the delay interval has proven to be helpful [ 1, 12, et al.]. 
For the space C this has been studied in great detail in [ 131 and others. It is 
the variation of constants formula of this abstract Cauchy problem which 
will be of importance for our purposes. Let PC = X(-r, 0; R”) denote the 
space of piecewise continuous functions [-r, 0] -+ R” endowed with the sup- 
norm and define S(f): PC -+ PC by 
w> 4)(s) =G9 for s > --t, 
= #(t f s) for -r<s<--1 
and QO: I-r, 0 I-+ PC(-r, 0; Y,J by 
Q,,(S) = I for s = 0, 
=o for -r<s (0. 
Consider next the integral equation in C given by 
-’ ft = S(t - r,,)Q + 
1 
S(t - s) Q,,f(s, Z,, u(s)) ds, for t>t,, (3.2) 
to 
where the integral has to be interpreted pointwise as an integral in R”, i.e., 
(1 .’ S(f - s) Q,f<s, &, u(s)) ds (7) . to 
= 
! 
.’ (S(t - s) Q,)(7) f(s, is, u(s)) ds 
‘0 
for r e I-r, O]. It is known [ 12, Proposition 2.11 that for initial data in C 
and under a condition that is weaker than (HI), (3.1) and (3.2) are 
equivalent in the sense that x’(t) is a solution of (3.1) on [t,, T] if and only if 
Tt satisfies (3.2). The integral equation (3.2) and its analogue in the state- 
space R” x ,5*(-r, 0; R”) have been used to develop various different 
schemes for FDE before ] 1, 2,4], and Theorem 3.1 below is a generalization 
of them for a specific class of schemes. 
Let {c}, j = O,..., N be a partition of [-r, 0] given by $’ = -(r/N)j and 
define the corresponding sequence of linear finite dimensional subspaces 2: 
ofCbyZ:‘={dECI#’ IS a linear spline with knots at $‘}. 
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A basis for 27 is given by the cohnnns of /?N = (#,...,/3:), where /I: is a 
matrix whose columns are in 27 and for which 
p;(q) = 6,1 (3.3) 
holds; here 6, is the Kronecker symbol and I is the identity matrix. Of 
course, dim(Z7) = N + 1. Next we introduce some additional notation. The 
families of operators {fl} and {A:} from C into Zy and { Qy} from [-r, 0] 
into Pn,, are defined by 
for j = O,..., N, 
for s E I-r, -ry]‘:‘], 
= 1,;s I c i for s E (-ry, 01, 
and 
with fl E Zy given by 
for j = I,..., IV, 
y/v(O) = 0. 
c and Qy act as interpolation operators onto, respectively, into Zy. We call 
{Zy, fl, A?} the linear interpolating spline scheme [4]. To motivate the 
definition of Af’ we recall that s(t): C-+ C is a linear C,-semigroup, whose 
infinitesimal generator, 8, is given by Dam(x) = (Q / 4, E C-r, 0; R”), 
d(O) = 0) and x$ = 4. Since AT, N= 1,2,..., are bounded linear operators, 
they also generate linear semigroups e “? that we denote by s:(t). The matrix 
representation [A:] of A: restricted to Zf is given by 
[#I = c3;9 (3.4) 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product. 
Remark 3.1. The proofs to the theorems in this section rely quite heavily 
on the simple structure of [A:] and e ta’Yu For higher-order splines, for .
example, the matrices analogous to A: become wider and wider band 
matrices, whose matrix-exponentials seem quite formidable. 
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In the following lemma we state some of the properties of A:, Py and Sy. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(a) lim, fl# = d for all Q E C, 
(b) IIP:II < 1 for all N 
(c) lim, $(t)$ = s(t)& uniformly in t on compact subsets of [0, a), 
(d) ll$‘(t>ll < 1 for all N, 
(e) lim,($‘(t) Q:)(s) = (S(f) Q,)(s), uniformZy on compact subsets of 
IO, a] x [-r, O]\((t, s) I t = -s},for any a > 0, 
(f) I/ Qy(s)ll < 1 for all s E [-r, 0] and all N. 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is contained in [ 13, pp. 811. (a), (b) and (f) are 
straightforward, (c) follows from the Trotter-Kato theorem, (d) holds since 
the logarithmic norm of [AT] is zero and (e) is proved by using the special 
structure of etArl’. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (Hl)-(H3) hold and assume that U is a bounded 
subset of Lp(t,, T, W”) and T > t,. Then for all N suflciently large 
z(t) = s:(t - to) I’$ + 1’ S:<t - s) Q:f (s, z(s), u(s)) ds 
to 
has a unique solution fN = z’“(. ; 4, u) E Zy on [t, , T] and 
I,” fN(t; 4, u) = Zt(*; 4, 24) in C 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
uniformly in u E U and t E [t,, T]. 
ProoJ The proof of this theorem is contained in [ 161 and will only be 
outlined here. First, it was verified in [ 13, Lemma B.21 that the integral in 
(3.5) exists as a Bochner integral and that 
-’ Sy(t - s) Q:f (s, Y(S), u(s)) ds CT) 
to I 
= I ’ (s?(t - s) Q:>Wf 6, y(s), u(s)) ds. to 
Since SYZ;” c Zy and QyZTc Zy it follows immediately that the 
trajectory of any solution of (3.5) must lie in Zy. 
By Lemma 2.1, (L2), the family {4&u) I t E [to, T] and u E U) is 
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contained in a ball of radius y, 0 < y < co, in C. For any a, t, < a < T we 
define the set 
and a family of operators V”‘: C(t,, a; C) -+ C(t,, a; C) by 
(v-‘))(t) = sf’(t - to) P$J + j-’ Sf’<t - s> Q:f<s, Y(S), u(s)) ds. (3.7) 
fo 
By (H2) and Lemma 3.1 (d) one can show that there exists a constant C, , 
independent of N and u E U, such that for all t E [t,, a] and y, w E .5Ya 
I e(t) - VNw(t)l < Cl *;;P=, I At) - w(t)l(t - 4Y*. (3-Q 
Moreover, there exists a function p with lim,p(N) = 0 and a constant C, , 
both independent of u E U and C, not depending on N, such that for all 
vEga and tE [&,a] 
I Py(t> - z(t)1 <p(N) + c, i 
t + A”2 + (t - tp 
-* + 1 y(s) - z(s)l’ ds 
fo 
<p(N) + C,(t + A”2 + qt - t,y2(1 + 7)). (3.9) 
To verify (3.9) one uses (3.2), (3.7), (H2), (H3) and Lemma 3.1; Lemma 3.1 
(e) specifically implies that for each r > 0 and A > 0 there exists an N, = 
No(t, A) such that /(Sy(t - s) Q:)(B) - (S(t - s) Q,)(e)/ < t for all N > No, 
t E [to, T], 0 E [-r, 0] and s E [t,, t] - (t-A + 8, t + ,I + 8). 
Estimates (3.8) and (3.9) imply that there exist t0 > 0, 1, > 0 and a,, t, < 
a, < T, such that for all N sufficiently large V”AYa, c ga, and VN is a 
contraction on .JSa,, so that there exist unique solutions ?’ of (3.5) on 
It,,, a,]. For t E [t,,a,] equality (3.6) follows from the first inequality of 
(3.9) with P)(t) =y(t) = z”(t). 
We now notice that the constants in the estimates (3.8) and (3.9) are 
actually uniform in t E [t,, T]. Therefore, one can proceed stepwise with 
constant stepsize a, - t,, each time repeating the above argument until T is 
reached. This concludes the proof. 1 
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Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 remains true, if (H3) is replaced by assuming 
Lemma 2.1 (L2) and 
lf(t, 0, u>l < n&)(1 + I4”*h for all t E [t,, co) and u E Rm. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.1 we only used properties of the {Zy, fl, AT}- 
scheme as given in Lemma 3.1, so that this theorem would remain valid for 
any scheme that satisfies Lemma 3.1. 
We now recall the NFDE (2.1) 
$ Dx, =f(& x,, u(f)> for t>t,, 
and assume 
(H5) (i) D@ = 4(O) - B#(-r,) with 0 < r, < r, 
(ii) p(B) < 1; 
here p denotes the spectral radius of the matrix B E Fn,,. 
Remark 3.3. Condition (H5) is not as strong as it might appear at first, 
and is directly connected with stable difference operators as discussed in [8, 
Chap. 12.51. If D is of the specific form chosen in (H5) (i), then it is stable 
(stable in the delay rl) if and only if p(B) < 1. Note, that if p(B) < 1, then 
there always exists a norm 1. I on R” and a subordinate matrix-norm ]I. /I, 
such that /lBll < 1. Throughout the rest of this chapter it is assumed that R” 
is endowed with this norm. It should also be mentioned that those NFDE 
which arise when transforming certain hyperbolic partial differential 
equations generally satisfy p(B) < 1 [6]. 
Remark 3.4. Although the results are stated for the case when D 
contains only one discrete delay, they are easily generalized to several delays 
as in (2.2), as long as there exists some norm on R” such that CI=, llBilj < 1 
holds for the subordinate matrix norms. We recall that in the scalar case 
Ci=l l/Bill < 1 is necessary and sufficient for D to be stable [8, pp. 2911. 
For D as in (H5) the mollified equation (2.4) is just the variation of 
constants formula of 
i(t) = : B[x(t + E - rl) - x(t - r,)] +f(t, x,, u(t)), 
Xl0 = $3 $h E c. 
(3.10) 
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By Lemma 2.2 (a) there exists an E, such that (3.10) has a unique solution 
XT = x’(. ; 4, u) for all E with 0 < E < e1 < r, . Next for E E (0, sl] consider the 
sequence of equations 
.’ z”“(t) = $‘(t - to) P’$ + 
J 




sy(t - s) Qy +g(z”*‘(s)(. + E) - zNqs)(.)) ds, (3.11) 
to 
where g(4) = Bd(-r,) (or g(g) = Cf= r Bi$(--ri) in case of multiple discrete 
delays in D). By Theorem 3.1 there exist solutions zN*‘(.; 4, U) of (3.11) for 
sufficiently large N and 
lip zN*‘(t; 4, u) = x;(.; 4, u). (3.12) 
The above limit holds uniformly in t E [t, , T] and u E U, for each fixed E E 
(09 El I. 
The sequence of approximating problems whose solutions (hopefully) 
approximate the solution of (2.1) finally is given by 
zN(t) = S:(t - to) P$ + j-I S:(t - s) Q;f(s, zN(s), u(s)) ds 
to 
+ it sy<t - s) Q‘y ; B(zN(s)($.- ,> - ZN(S)($)) ds, (3.13) 
I to 
where $’ is defined by -r, E [$, rj”;- ,). 
The form of (3.13) is not surprising; indeed, at least formally (3.13) is 
nothing but an approximation to the variation of constants formula of the 
abstract Cauchy problem associated with (2.1) considered in R” X 
L’(-r, 0; R”) given by (d/&)(z(t), z,) = (f(z,) + Bi(t - r,), it); for the 
details see [ 161. Since S;(t) Zy c Zy the trajectories of (3.12) lie entirely in 
Zy. Therefore, if w“‘(t) is given by /?“w”(t) = z”(t) and [Qy] = col(Z, O,..., 0) 
is the matrix representation of Qy, then (3.13) is equivalent to the following 
ordinary differential equation in IRncN+ I): 
c;r”(t> = [A:] w”(t) + [Q:] f”(t, ~~(0, u(f)> 
+ [Qy] (FB(&, - I+$)) , for t > t,, w”(t,> = aA, (3.14) 
where f”(t, ti(t), u(t)) =f(t, Cy=“=, /I~$‘(t), u(f)) and /?“cz” = fl#. This is the 
appropriate form of using the {Zy, fl, A:} scheme for approximating (2.1). 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let T > t, and let U be a bounded set in L*(t,, C I?“‘). 
Moreover, assume that (Hl)-(H3) and (H5) hold and that I/B 11 < 1 for an 
appropriate norm on IR”. Then for Q E Wlqm(-r, 0; R”) solutions zN(t; 4, u) 
of (3.13) exist and 
li? zN(t; 4, u) =x,(.; 4, u) (3.15) 
uniformly in u E U and t E [t, , T]. 
Proof First we need some additional notation. For x E R”(N+l), with x = 
col(x, )..., XN) let I/x(I” = s”pi=O,...,N lxil and IJxllco’ = s”pi,l,...,N IXi(* Since 
the trajectories of (3.11) lie entirely in Zy it follows that zN*‘(t; 4, u) = 
/?“vN9’(t) uniquely defines vNV’(t; 4, u) E IRncNt ‘), for t E [to, T]. 
The existence of solutions zN(t; 4, u) of (3.14) is quite simple to verify and 
we immediately turn to (3.15) and choose r] > 0 arbitrarily. By 
Lemma 2.2(b) it follows that there exists an E* < E, such that 
I$(* ; $4 u> - x,(* ; $3 u)l< rl (3.16) 
for all E < s2, u E U and t E [to, T]. We shall use the simple estimate 
11 wyt) - vN”(t)ll” < sup(]] w”(t) - vNqt)llm’, I w;(t) - w‘y(t)l 
+ 11 wN(t) - VN*yt)llm + I p(t) - z$‘(t)l). 
From the two technical Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 at the end of this section and 
the above estimate, it follows that there exist constants No and s3, 
0 < s3 < cZ, such that 
I zNqt; $4 u) - zN(t; 4, u>l < q (3.17) 
for all E < Q, N>N,, u E U and t E [to, T]. Finally, (3.12) (3.16) and 
(3.17) imply that for some N, 2 No IzN(t; 4, u) - xt(.; 4, u)] < 3~ for all 
N > N,, uniformly in t and U. This ends the proof. 1 
Remark 3.5. The special form of [A?] was used in the proof of 
Lemma 3.1(e) and will be used even more stringently in the proofs of 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, below. For subspaces ZIV arising from averaging 
approximations [ 21 the operators approximating A turn out to have the same 
matrix representation as AT, when restricted to the finite dimensional 
subspaces. We briefly discuss the averaging approximation scheme. The state 
space is chosen to be R” x L*(-r, 0; IF?“), and will be abbreviated by Z when 
endowed with its natural inner product and resulting norm. Zfv are linear 
subspaces of Z defined by Ztv = {(v, 4) ] q E R”, $ = X7= 1 ajxj, a.i E IR”}, 
where xi” is the characteristic function of the interval [$‘, f’_,). The 
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orthogonal projections cV: 2 -+ Zrv are given by cV(r, 4) = (r, Cy= 1 #$) 
with 
l//y = pjtt;l $4(s) ds for j= l,..., N. 
; 
The operators corresponding to Qf are defined by Qf,(r, 4) = (q, 0), 
independently of N and A$ Z--P Z are given by At,,(q, CyzI uj$‘) = (0, 
(N/r) Cy=‘=,(ujN_, - $‘)xj”) with a, =def 0, and ArVz = Ar”P!J’“z for z E Z. 
{ ZfV, Pfv, A:“} is called the averaging approximation scheme. 
For linear equations with f of the form 
where O=h,<h, < . . . <h,=r, AiE9n,n,n, EE.9&, A(.) an L2-nxn- 
matrix-valued function and u E LP(to, r, R”), it was proved in [2] that 
1,” $“(G V, 4, U) = z’(C r, $4 24) = (W), x’,) in Z (3.19) 
uniformly in t E [to, T] and in U, as u varies over a bounded subset of 
LP(to, T; I?“). Here x’ satisfies d~(t)/dt =f(.?(t), ,?[, u(t)), (z(t,), ft,) = (v, #), 
with3as in (3.18), and fiU(t) = (G:(t), Cy==, q(t){) where p(t) E RnCNt ‘) 
are the solutions of the ordinary differential equation 
p(t) = [A:] v(t) + c43(‘(z:v(f>, u(f)), O,..., 01, 
J?yl,) = col(q, gy,..., &) where f%(v, 4) = (v, ,i, @$) - 
Once (3.19) is established one can turn to 
i(t) = B-q - r1) +3@(t), xt, u(O), 
Only a few changes have to be made in the proof of Theorem 3.2 (we notice 
that the technical Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 remain true, since ](cJ@(O), #))j - 
(Pf&(O), #))i+ ,I = 0( l/N) for i = O,..., N- 1, and d E W1,,) before we 
arrive at: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Ifyisas in (3.18), ifT>t,, #E W’,m andifUisa 
bounded subset of LP(to, R Rm), then 
1,” z:“(t) = (x(t), XJ in Z (3.21) 
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uniformly in u E U and t E [to, T]. Here x is a solution of (3.20) and 
z:“(t) = (G”,,(t), x7=, 4v,i(t)x$ where wfv is the solution of 
cvw = [‘cl ti”W + co1 ( 3(z&(t>, u(t)) 
(3.22) 
wN(to) = coQ(O), $y,..., &), where ~J#(O), 4) = (#I), 2 4:s) . 
i=l 
Comparing (3.14) with (3.22) we find that for many specific NFDE the 
approximating ordinary differential equations arising from the linear inter- 
polating spline scheme and the averaging approximation scheme differ only 
with respect to the initial value. The initial values will be equal if Q is 
constant, for example. Proposition 3.1 can be extended along the lines of 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to include nonlinear equations, if conditions analogous 
to (H l)-(H3) hold. Since the techniques are rather obvious but tedious, we 
shall not include the details. This ends Remark 3.5. 
We conclude this section with the two lemmas which are necessary for the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 and recall that u”“(t) and d’(t) are the coordinate 
vectors of zN,‘(t; 4, u) and z’“(t; 4, u) with respect to the basis /?“, respec- 
tively. 
LEMMA 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 there exist constants 
Ki, i = I,..., 8 depending on 4, fi B, T and U, but not depending on N, E, t 
and d such that 
II w*‘(W G K, and II +N(t)ll” <K, IdI, + K, + K, IW”2- (3.23) 
If, in addition, E > 0 and N satisfy r/&N < (1 - JIB II)/2 then 
II ~NWl” < K, and /I tiN3’ l/O0 < K, IdI, + K, + K, It(( (3.24) 
with Id, = ess su~,,~-,.,~~ lh>l. 
ProoJ We start with a few useful technicalities and define 
Z(s,i)=$ (!(t-s))iexp (--F(t-s)) 
for i = O,..., N- 1 and t;$s. 
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The following estimates can be found: 
i 
f 





Z2(s, i) ds < ___, 
2r 6 
for i=O,...,N- 1. (3.26) 
(3.25) follows by a simple induction argument showing l:, Z(s, i) ds < 1 - 
Ci=,(l/i!)(N(t - t$/r) exp((-N/r)(t - tO)). Another induction argument 
implies that ]:, Z’(s, i) ds < (N/r)((2i)!/(i!)2 2”’ ‘), and (3.26) now follows 
by Stirling’s formula. From [ 12, 151 we use the explicit representation of 
elAr(‘)l given by 
where uN = col(1, O,..., 0) and 
-z 0 0 
Z 
CN= iN 0 I=\ 
0 
0 z -z -0 
By employing the measure of the logarithmic norm of [A‘:] it is proved in 
[12, Lemma 5.41 that for each x = (xO,...,xN) E lRntN+l) and with R” 
endowed with the Euclidean norm 
IIPT~ll” < IIW (3.28) 
holds; it is simple to check that endowing R” with any norm does not change 
that estimate. 
To verify (3.24) we recall the definition of $ and choose h? = I?(E) such 
that E - rl E [fNekN, &,-,); of course, it is still assumed that E < E, < r, . 
The choice of h?’ implies 
(kh’-l)r<E<(~+l)r 
N ” N 
and 5-L < 
I I h? N ?ib’ 
(3.29) 
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From (3.1 I), (3.28) and (3.29) it follows that 
+ y B col(Z, (1 - a( 1, t - s))Z ,..., 
(1 - a(N, t - ~))Z)(U~~‘~&) - u$‘(s)) ds , 
where r~(j, s) = exp(-Ns/r) ,TJ{:\( l/A!)(Ns/r)’ for A = l,..., N. By (H3) the 
last estimate implies 
Ivrllm <ICY +f w)(ll~N,e (s>ll” + 1X1 + I4~>l”*> ds + IIR@>ll”, 
10 
where we yet have to find bounds on the coordinates of R(t). 
IJWI = $* .=,fiN,, 4x) ds 1 
< IIBII r o EN K”(ll ~N”w + /I ~N%)llm) 
< IlBll (lb”“(~>ll” + ll~“%,)V=); 
here we used (3.29). 
Similarly for i = l,..., N one finds 





Br 4 =- 
EN r=kCIjN+ 1 
[ (4, f - to> - 1) uf%J] 
+ 
j 
* Z(s, i - 1) U:“(S) ds 
fo 
\ < l’B~~p [/I uN*‘(t,,)Jla’ + j”i Z(s, i - 1) II uN*‘(s)ll” ds] 
WII (1 +~)(ll~“.‘(t,)ll~+jt~Z(s,i-l)l/uN.’(s)llmds) 
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By hypothesis on E and N, we have that 1 - llB/l - r/&N > f(1 - 11B[l), and 
1lZI[[( 1 + T/EN) < 1, and therefore after summarizing the above estimates one 
arrives at 







(Z(s, i - 1) + n,(s)(l + I u(s)Y’*)) II uNve(~)llm ds] 
GV+W’ [WI+ jt G>(l +bW”W 
to 
t 
+ i=?f~~, I 
(Z(s, i - 1) + n,(s)( 1 + 1 u(s)lP’*)) II u~*‘(s)~]~ ds ; 
N to 1 
an application of Gronwall’s inequality now implies the result. For the 
estimate of I( ti”“(t)ll” one uses (3.1 l), (3.27) and (3.28), so that for 
f E [f,, q 
x f(s, zN,‘(s), u(s)) + &$r,,(s) - ujN’(s)) ds 1 II 
a, 
+ If (6 = ““@>, u(t))1 + + B(Vj2k&) - qvqt>> 1 
Recall that fl~$ = x7==, @‘#(t;‘) = ,fI”v”“(tJ. Since by assumption 4 E WIVW, 
the last estimate together with (H3), (3.25) and the previously determined 
bound on zN*‘(t) (or equivalently v”“(t)) imply 
(I tiN,c(f)lloo < ess sup 141 + j t n2(s)( 1 + I u(s)I”‘>( 1 + K,) ds 
to 
+ n,@)(l + I WlP”W5 + 1) 
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f 
+ /II ( co1 0, e-N(‘-sMrZ,..., 1 N(t - s) N--’ to ( 1 (N- l)! r 
X e-Ny(t-s)‘rZ f B(u$f&) - u$?(s)) ds 
II 
a, 
+ ; B(UjNN(rkK(t) - u>‘(t)) . (3.30) 
It is in this estimate that 4 E W’*” is needed essentially. 
By (3.10) the coeffkient vectors v”*‘(t) satisfy 
u ‘N*‘(t) = [A?] uN,‘(t> + [Q:] If@, +(t), u(t)) 
+ f B(UgtkN(f) - u;‘(t)) I , (3.3 1) 
which implies that z$“‘(t) = (N/r)(u~?,(t) - v:“(t)) for i = l,..., N. Therefore 
The fourth term IV in (3.30) is estimated separately now. A short calculation 
shows 
And for i = 2,..., N we get 
x e- NWSM~$W(~) ds 
= IlBll’~ f”- 
EN p = j.k/f N+ 1 
)IuN~'(tO)~~m t I’ (Z(s, i - 2) 
fo 
+ Z(s, i - 1)) (I u”“‘(~)lI~ ds 
I 
G 3 IIB II rJf”K, 
EN 
< 6K,. 
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Using these last estimates in (3.30) we arrive at 
IltiN3E(t)ll” < 2(1 -Ml>-’ 
[ 
6Ks + lil, 
+ it n&)( 1 + I u(s>lp”>(~., + 1) ds 
. to 
so that (3.24) is established. The proof of (3.23), similar to the one for 
(3.24), is contained in [ 151 and will therefore not be given here. 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 and the additional 
condition that r/EN < (1 - I/B l/)/2, there exist constants Mi depending on 4, 
J; B, T and U but independent of 4, N, E, t such that 
~~u”‘~‘(t>-wN(t)~~“‘~(~~~,+ l)M, ,,I tM&. (3.34) 
i s-1 
Proof: From (3.1 l), (3.24), (3.27) and (H3) it follows that 
1 u;“(t) - Lye 
< Ie(-“r”‘-‘o’((~~), - (e$),)I 
+ I,(: e--N(t--SMr (f(s, zN3’(s), u(s)) + f B($:&) - $F(s))) 1 
-““‘-““‘n2(s)( 1 + ( u(s)\~‘*)(\\ tiNVE(s)((Oo + 1) ds 
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By (3.29) and since r/&N < 1 it follows that ](B(] #/EN < 2, which can be 
used in the last estimate to imply (3.32). The proof of (3.33) is quite similar. 
Employing (3.26) the second estimate in (3.29) and (3.31) the verification of 
(3.34) is somewhat tedious, but simple, and will not be given here; see [ 161. 
Estimates (3.32k(3.34) imply (3.34) with ]I I ]lm replaced by 11. /I”; we were 
not able to prove (3.34) directly. 
4. APPLICATION TO OPTIMAL CONTROL 
PROBLEMS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section the theory that was developed in the previous section will 
be applied to optimal control problems associated with NFDE. 
We restrict ourselves to a simple class of problems and refer to [ 1, 161 for 
a more elaborate discussion on the type of problems, specifically cost 
functionals, that can be treated within the same framework. The aim of this 
section is to demonstrate the feasibility of using the linear interpolating 
spline and the averaging approximation scheme for actual computations and 
to report on some examples. 
The equation under consideration is (2.1) and (2.2) again and in view of 
Remark 3.3 we assume that IR” is endowed with a norm such that 
xi=, ]]Bi]i < 1. The controls are taken from a closed and convex subset U of 
Lp(tO, T; iRm). Below we continue to give the details for the {Zy, e, A:} 
scheme and we only mention that in continuation of Remark 3.4 and 
Proposition 3.1 one may derive similar results for the averaging approx- 
imation scheme. 
We define a functional J: IR” x C x C(t,, T; IR”) x LP(t,, T; iR”) --$ IR by 
J(Y,,Y,,Y,,Y,) = 0, - W>* WY, -t(O)) 
I O + MS> - as>)* fKY,(s) - r(s)) ds -r 
where 6 E C is fixed and G, H, Q and R are semi-definite, symmetric 
matrices of appropriate dimensions. R moreover is positive definite. The cost 
functional 4: L”(t,, T, IRm) + IR is given by 
4(u) = WT; $4 u>, 4. ; 4, u>, 4’; $4 u), u>, 
where x(.; I$, U) is a solution of (2.1). Now an optimal control problem can 
be formulated: 
(P) Minimize d(u) over U. 
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Analogously we define a sequence of approximating optimal control 
problems: 
(P”) Minimize 4“‘(u) over U, where 
qiN(U) =JN(zN(T; 4, u)(O), zN(T; $3 u), zN(.; $7 u)(O), u), 
with zN(.; 4, U) solution of (3.12) and with 
JN: R” x C x C(t,, T; I?) x Lp(t,, T; W) + R, 
given by 
JN( y, , yz, y, , ~4) = ( y, - r(o))* G(y, - r(O)) 
O + 
1 
(Y*(S) - mm))” WY*@) - <em>) ds 
-r 
+ i ?- lYds)* QY,(s) +YdS)m&)l& (4.2) to 
Note that (P”) is a finite dimensional problem in the sense that it is 
equivalent to an ordinary differential equation optimal control problem for 
the coefficients w”(t) of zN(t). We shall not discuss the existence problem of 
solutions of (P”) but rather refer to [e.g., [ 17, Chaps. 4 and 511 and assume 
that (P”) has a solution GN; iff is of the form 
f(ty 4, U) = jj Ai$(-ri) + Eu 
i=O 
(4.3) 
with Ai E Yn,, , EEY&,, and O=r,< . . . < I, = r, then tiN exists [ 161 and 
since u + g”(u) is strictly convex it is the unique solution of (P”). 
THEOREM 4.1. If (H I)-(H4) hoid, $ the norm on F!” is chosen such that 
Cf=, ilBijl < 1 for the subordinate matrix norms and if {GNk} is a sequence of 
optimal controls of (P”) in the convex and closed subset U of L*(t,, T; R”), 
then there exists a subsequence {iiNk) of ziN which converges weakly to an 
optimal control C E U of(P). 
ProojI For completeness we include a proof, although the arguments are 
quite standard. First, note that itYiN} is bounded in L*(t,, T; Rm). For if not, 
then there exists a subsequence iIN/ of UN with ]ENf] + co and therefore 
f$“‘(u”‘) < (bN’(v> + (j(v) < co for any v E L2(to, p, Rm), which cannot hold 
for the specific J that was chosen. (EN} being bounded implies that it is 
weakly compact. Therefore, there exists a subsequence {u”“) of {GN}, which 
converges weakly to some z? in L’(t,, p, Rm). U is assumed to be convex and 
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closed, which implies that it is also weakly closed and therefore CE U. By 
the triangle inequality we find for t E [t,, T] 
By Lemma 2.3, the first term on the right-hand side of (4.4) converges to 0 
as K + co. Convergence to zero for the second term is a consequence of 
Theorem 3.2. In the following estimate we use uNk - U, the special form of J 
and (4.4) to find 
#(IT) = J(x(T; $4 2-q XT(’ ; 4, a 4’ ; $3 q, 27) 
= ;+i J(zNk(T; 4, UNk)(0), zNk(T; 4, IiNk), z”“(* ; 4, ENk)(0), CN’) 
= Fir JNk(zNk(T; 4, uNk)(o), zNk(T; 4, gNk), ZNk(*; 4, ZiNk)(o), iiNk) 
= pt qPk(UNk) < iFi qb”lk(U) = $(u), 
for any u E U. Therefore, U is indeed a solution of (P); moreover, if we put 
u = ti in the above inequalities then it follows that lim,+, (bNk(uNk) = $(u*). 
It was pointed out in [ 16, Remark 4.21 that for f of the form (4.4) the 
stronger result lim, iiN = zi in L*(t,, T, IRm) holds. We have applied 
Theorem 4.1 to a number of examples of the type 
(P*) Minimize 
F(u) = f[x(T)* Gx(T)] + f jr [x(t)* Qx(t) + u(t)* Ru(t)] dt 
to 
over L’(t,, T, IR”), where G, Q, R are matrices of appropriate dimensions 
with G 2 0, Q > 0, R > 0, subject to 
i(t) - B.i(t - r) =f(t, xl) + h(t). 
Here f: iR x C-+ iR” is assumed to be continuously Frechet differentiable in 
the second variable for each fixed t, t -f(t, q,) is Bore1 measurable for each 
q E C(t, - r, T, IR”) and further, given any compact convex set Xc IR” there 
exists m E L’(t,,, T, IR’) such that If@, p,)] < m(t) and Idf(t, qJ(.)l < m(t) for 
each p E C(t, - r, T, X); here df(t,X)ly denotes the Frechet derivative of 3 
w.r.t. the second variable evaluated at w. 
In some cases we can calculate analytical solutions to (P*) using the 
maximum principle for NFDE. Since the latter is not readily available in the 
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literature, we include its statement in a form modified to suit (P*) in 
Proposition 4.1. This is a special case of a very general maximum principle 
for NFDE that was developed in [ 14, specifically Lemma 3.3 and 
Theorem 4.21; see also [5]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let u* be the optimal control for (P*). Then there 
exists a scalar a,, < 0 and a function y E L’(t,, T t r; R”) such that 
(i) w(t) z 0 on (T, T + r], 
(ii) y/(T)* = a,Gx(T) and 





- y(s)* r,+, t - s) ds t a0 x(s)*Q ds, 
t t 
where df(t, x,(U)) = j?r d, q(t, s) y(s) for y E C, and 
(iii) ’ 
I 
[(y(t))* EzT(t) + ia,ii(t)* Rfi(t)] dt 
to 
If f is moreover linear in the second variable then (i)-(iii) in 
Proposition 4.1 guarantee the existence of a solution ~7 of (P*) [ 14, 
Theorem 5.1, Remark 5.11 and (iii) can be replaced by the pointwise 
maximum principle. For 
for example, we get the following necessary and sufficient conditions charac- 
terizing C (without loss of generality, we let a, = -1): 
(i)’ v(t) = 0 on (T, T + rj, 
(ii)’ v(t) = -x(T)*G + y(r t s)*B + 1; y(s)* A, ds t .f:+r y(s)* A, ds 
l: x(s)*Q ds, 
(iii)’ y(t)* EC(t) - iii(t)* R@(t)* = maxUEiFim v/(t)* Ev - $v*Rv for 
almost every t E [to, T]. 
From (iii)’ it follows that C(t) = R ‘E*y/(t) and we see that even in this 
very simple case v/, the solution of (ii)’ and therefore U will not be 
continuous, in general, but will have jumps at all multiple values of r. 
We shall now briefly report on some of the numerical examples that were 
carried out. 
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EXAMPLE 1. This is the optimization problem of minimizing 
J(u) = iyx’(s) + i i’? 242(s) ds 
0 
over L’(O, 2; IR), subject to 
i(t)=+i(t- 1)+x@- l)+u(t) for tE [O, 21, 
x(t) = a for t E [-LO]. 
We used the maximum principle in the form (i)‘-(iii)’ to calculate the exact 
solution. The optimal trajectory x,, and optimal control ueX were found to be 
x,,(t)=at+6 (fft) + 1 for tE [O,l] 
= (I-,,??),+ (f<1’2 (a-y) +$ir$-)’ 
177 
+$(r--l)‘++a-1286 for tE [1,2] 
and 
u,,(t) = d(t - f) for t E (0, 11, 
=-- 6 for t E (1, 21, 
where 
6 = (2 + W+)~ 
1 + y(199/48) ’ 
For this and all the other examples reported on in this section, we used the 
averaging scheme to approximate the infinite dimensional problem. The 
resulting finite dimensional optimum control problem was solved via a 
combined gradient-conjugate gradient iterative technique and numerical 
integration was carried out by a modified Runge-Kutta method (Gill’s 
modification). 
For this example, we did calculations for various values of a and y. In 
Tables I-III the results for a = 1 and y = 1 are presented. As should be 
expected one can recognize convergence of optimal state, payoff and control 
to the exact solutions. However, it seems quite difficult from this and the 
other examples that we studied on the computer to predict a possible rate-of- 
convergence result. Certainly, the convergence will be slower than linear, in 
general. On the other hand, in many examples we experienced surprisingly 
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TABLE I 
t 
0.0 1 .OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.25 0.8629 0.0118 0.0096 0.0078 
0.5 0.7713 0.0136 0.0077 0.0055 
0.15 0.1252 0.0214 0.0078 0.0023 
1.0 0.1241 0.0484 0.026 1 0.0136 
1.25 0.7401 0.0734 0.0445 0.0262 
1.5 0.1384 0.0701 0.0384 0.0205 
1.75 0.7308 0.0567 0.0278 0.0136 
2.0 0.1281 0.0506 0.0257 0.0133 



















0.0038 0.002 1 
TABLE II 
0.0 -1.6397 0.0863 0.0748 0.064 1 0.0539 0.0454 0.0390 
0.25 -1.4575 0.0125 0.0078 0.0048 0.0008 -0.0023 -0.0032 
0.5 -1.2753 -0.0237 -0.0250 -0.0195 -0.0119 -0.0067 -0.0038 
0.75 -1.0931 -0.0268 -0.0318 -0.0291 -0.0199 -0.0098 -0.0039 
1.0 -0.9109 0.0015 -0.0130 -0.0291 -0.0440 -0.0563 -0.0658 
1.25 -0.7281 0.0644 0.0469 0.0256 0.0082 -0.0006 -0.0019 
1.5 -0.1281 -0.0136 -0.0138 -0.0115 -0.0070 -0.0038 -0.002 1 
1.75 -0.7287 -0.0466 -0.0255 -0.0133 -0.0070 -0.0038 -0.002 1 
2.0 -0.1281 -0.0506 -0.0257 -0.0133 -0.0070 -0.0038 -0.002 1 
TABLE III 
exact Jex - J” J,, - J8 J,, - J16 J,, - J3* J,, - J”” J,, -J’*’ 
J 1.3664 0.0186 0.0081 0.0039 0.0021 0.0012 0.0008 
good approximation results for low values of N. As should be expected, due 
to the jumps in the optimal control at multiples of 1, the relative error of 
u - uN has a peak at t = 1. One can convince oneself quickly that the fact 
theit it actually increases in this example is no reason for alarm. 
EXAMPLE 2. This is another linear optimization problem, in which we 
try to minimize 
J(u) = $x2(2) + f j* pi*(s) ds 
0 
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over u E L’(O, 2; R), subject to 
i(t) = - gqt - 1) + 2x(t) + 4u(t) for 0 < t < 2, 
x(t) ii a for -1 <r<o. 
Again we used the maximum principle to calculate the exact solutions: 
xex(t) = ae2’ + 16p-‘&*“+” 1 
for t EI [O, 11, 
4 
= ae= + 4pP 1&2f-2 
i 




e2 - $ e2’(t - 1) - ae2’-2(t - 1) 
+ JP-’ e4-” [ ( -+-t-e21 +e2’ (e2-+)I for tE [1,2] 
and 
u,,(t) = 4p- ‘dezcl -“(i - e2 - t) 
= -4,-1(&-2t 
for t E (0, 11, 
for tE (1,2], 
where 6 = a(e” - e2)(y-’ -p-I(-4e8 + 10e6 - (13/2) e4 - 2e2 + (9/2)))- 
The exact and the numerical values for the values a = 4, p = 3 and y = 1 can 
be found in Tables IV-VI, below. 
The numerical solution of the optimal control problem requires an initial 
guess for the optimal control. In order to be able to compare various 
examples we always take as an initial guess u,, E 0. In actual computations it 
would be advisable to use the solution uN of the Nth approximate step as 
start-up value in the next step. The approximation in Example 2, for instance, 
is not as good as in Example 1 where the exact optimal control is closer to 0 
from t = 0 on. This can be seen when comparing the relative errors I#,, - 
~“l/l4,Xl. 
EXAMPLE 3. This finally is the nonlinear example of minimizing 
J(U) = x2(2) + 4 ,f2 u2(s) ds 
0 
409.82’1 IO 



























-0.5966 -0.45 10 
-0.3618 -0.2246 
-0.2629 -0.1737 
-0.1877 -0.05 14 
-0.0116 -0.0058 









o.oooo o.oooo 0.0000 
0.0063 0.0040 0.0024 
0.0105 0.0043 0.0014 
0.0049 0.0058 0.0019 
-0.2492 -0.1836 -0.1342 
-0.0544 -0.0267 -0.0174 
-0.0725 -0.0503 -0.0355 
-0.1097 -0.0974 -0.0642 
-0.0014 -0.0007 -0.0003 
x,x - x 64 x,x--x 128 
TABLE V 
t x,,(t) u,x - u 4 
0.0 -3.9803 0.0119 0.0120 
0.25 -2.5 167, 0.0320 0.0145 
0.5 -1.5886 0.0398 0.0183 
0.75 -1.0012 0.0412 0.0222 
1.0 -0.6302 0.0393 0.0250 
1.2s -0.4099 0.0216 0.0106 
1.5 -0.2486 0.0289 0.0175 
1.75 -0.1508 0.0242 0.0127 
2.0 -0.0915 0.0154 0.0007 
UC, - u 16 ut-x - u 32 u,, - u 64 
0.0122 0.0123 0.0122 0.0120 
0.0049 -0.000 1 -0.0024 -0.0030 
0.0067 0.0013 -0.0004 -0.0009 
0.0123 0.0063 0.0024 0.0004 
0.0189 0.0168 0.0167 0.0175 
0.0059 0.0043 0.0031 0.0018 
0.0099 0.005 1 0.0024 0.0011 
0.0063 0.003 1 0.0015 0.0007 
0.0038 0.0018 0.0008 0.0004 
TABLE VI 
J 
exact Jex - J’ J,, -J* J,, - J16 J,, -J” Jex - J”” J,, - J’*’ 
6.4798 -0.1895 -0.0935 -0.043 1 -0.0177 -0.0054 0.0002 
over u E L*(O, 2; R) subject to 
i(t) = sin x(t) + x(t - 1) - a.?([ - 1) + u(t) for t E [0,2], 
x(t) Es 4 for t E [-1,O). 
The numerical results of this example which are given in Tables VII-IX 
seem to support what could be seen in the linear examples already: the 
approximation is quite well for low values of N, and increasing N does not 
improve the accuracy very quickly. 
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TABLE VII 
0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 4.0000 
0.25 0.0213 0.0242 0.0167 0.0089 0.0038 3.8395 
0.50 0.0266 0.0334 0.0271 0.0151 0.0066 3.7760 
0.15 0.0037 0.0128 0.0160 0.0149 0.0109 3.8424 
1.00 -0.0378 -0.0318 -0.0252 -0.0197 -0.0153 4.0646 
1.25 -0.0609 -0.0476 -0.0312 -0.0166 -0.0078 4.1047 
1.50 -0.0435 -0.0244 -0.0143 -0.0090 -0.0053 3.9466 
1.75 -0.0158 -0.0048 0.0008 -0.0009 -0.0020 3.6203 
2.00 -0.0057 0.0036 0.0068 0.0063 0.0046 3.1176 
TABLE VIII 
0.0 0.0977 0.0911 0.0650 0.0498 0.0426 -~4.0700 
0.25 0.0772 0.0982 0.0725 0.0285 0.0049 -~3.8079 
0.50 -0.0121 0.0103 0.0353 0.0412 0.0255 --3.4425 
0.75 -0.1329 -0.1392 -0.1130 -0.0610 -0.0057 --2.7341 
1.00 -0.1706 -0.1598 -0.1369 -0.1119 -0.088 1 --2.4152 
1.25 -0.0568 0.0135 0.0615 0.0565 0.0194 --3.4442 
1.50 0.0598 0.0407 0.0044 -0.0049 -0.0037 --4.0264 
1.75 0.0315 -0.004 1 -0.0117 -0.0106 -0.0075 --4.9039 
2.00 0.0118 -0.0067 -0.0137 -0.0126 -0.0093 --6.2344 
TABLE IX 
p-J* $ - J16 J16 - J’l J32 -J- p _ J128 Jl*R 
J 0.0348 0.0541 0.0545 0.0428 0.0302 24.497 1 
Remark 4.1. A series of examples of linear and nonlinear unstable (see 
Remark 3.3) NFDE was also tested on the computer. The numerical results 
strongly indicate that the linear schemes presented in this paper do converge 
without assuming (H5). Unlike Examples 1-3, for low values of N, the 
numerical solutions are worthless, their relative error being sometimes 
greater than 1. Increasing N to 256 and higher, however, resulted in a 
surprising increase of the observed accuracy of the approximation. Although 
from a practical point of view the case of unstable neutral delay equations is 
not as important as the stable one, it should be a challenging question to 
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study the piecewise linear schemes presented here without assuming (H5). 
Let us recall that for linear NFDE and cubic (or higher-) order spline 
schemes (H5) could be avoided by working in state spaces endowed with a 
special norm depending on the equation, [9, 111. 
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